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Let Xi be non-degenerate i,i.d. random variables witb distribution function F, and let X,, , . . . , X,, 
denote the order statistics of X r , . . . , X,. In trying to robustify the sample mean as an estimator 
of location, several alternatives have been su ed which have the intuitive appea1 of bein 
susceptible to outliers. Here the asymptotic distribution of one of these, the Winsoriired mean, 
which is given by 
where r, zz 0, s, -ZE 0 and r, + s,, < n, is studied. The main results include a necessary and sufficient 
condition for asymptotic normality of the Winsorized mean under the assumption that r,, -*a, 
s,+aO, r,n”+O, s,n” -+O and F is convex at infinity. It is also shown, perhaps somewhat 
surprisingly, that if the convexity dssumption on F is dropped then the Winsorized mean may 
fail to be asymptotically normal even when X, is bounded! 
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The situation in which r, and s, are fixed proportions of the sample has been 
studied by Bickel [l]. He shows that if X is symmcwlb rr4r:n with a continuous density 
f which is never zero on {x: OC F(x) c 1) and s, = r, = [pn] where p <$, then 
whl, r,)n -1’2 + N(0, a2( p)) 
where N(0, a2( p)) is normal with mean zero, variance 
a’( PI = 
J 
x1-P x2 dF(x)+2p(x,-P+p(f(xP))-‘)2 
xP 
0.2) 
and xp, xl-P are the pth and (1 - p)th quantiles of F respectively. 
The case when r,, = r and s, - = s does not seem to have been considered. Based 
on the results for the trimmed mean one would expect hat the Winsorized mean 
(appropriately normalized) is asymptotically normal iff the sample mean is; see 
Maller [6]. 
The case that we will study is the intermediate case where r,, s, + 00 and r,n-‘, 
s,n-’ + 0, although our methods can easily be modified to give extensions of Bickel’s 
result. The appearance of the density in (1.2) suggests, that to obtain asymptotic 
normality of the Winsorized mean one needs some regularity on the distribution 
function F. The condition we impose is that F be convex at infinity, see (2.18) for 
a precise definition. In particular unimodal distributions atisfy this condition. We 
then obtain a necessary and sufficient condition for asymptotic normality of the 
Winsorized mean; see Theorem 4.2 for the statement and Section 2 for relevant 
definitions. In the case that F is not convex at infinity, we are still able to give a 
sufficient condition, see Proposition 4.1, which ensures that the Winsorized mean 
converges and we are able to identify the limit. This is then used to show, perhaps 
somewhat surprisingly in light of the results for trimmed means (see Section 7), 
that the Winsorized mean may fail to be asymptotically normal even when X is 
bounded. 
We will now outline the remaining contents of the paper. Section 2 contains 
mainly definitions. Section 3 contains the basic estimates which are used in Section 
4 to prove our main convergence results. In Section 5 we indicate some of the 
situations in which the Winsorized mean is asymptotically normal. These include 
the case of G &able law of index ar E (0,2) and more generally whenever X has a 
density which is regulqrly varying at plus and minus infinity. It is not however 
sufficient hat F be regularly varying at plus and minus infinity. This is in contrast 
to the trimmed mean which is asymptotically normal in this case, see Theorem 4 
of [4]. This indicates how very sensitive the Winsorized mean is to the rate of change 
(derivative) of the distribution function. In Section 6 we present the bounded 
example mentioned above while Section 7 contains a further comparison of the 
insorized mean an e trimmed mean. Finally in Section 8 we compare our work 
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2. Notation and preliminaries 
We will assume throughout, unless otherwise stated, that r, and s, are sequences 
of integers atisfying 
&-)a4 S,+a, r,n-‘+O, s,n-‘-*O. (2 1) . 
Let F be a non-degenerate distribution function and set 
xL = inf{x: F(x) > 0}, 
XR = sup{x: F(x) < 1). 
we will always assume that for some XL < yL < yR < &, 
F is continuous on (-00, yL) v (yR, 00). 
For cy, p E R, define 
(2.2) 
a&) = inf{x: F(x) > 0 v (s,, - c#*)n-’ A l}, 
b&?)=inf{x: l-F(x)>Ov(r,-j3r!,‘*)n-‘hl}. 
(2.3 
(24 
Note that for each n, a,( l ) is decreasing while 6, ( l ) is increasing. Also, for any 
ar and /3, 
aDlw+XL, h(p) + xR* (2.5) 
Thus for fixed ac and /3, a,( a) < b,(p) for sufficiently large n. Also for fixed cy, p 
and large n, 
F(a&)) = (s, - as!.,‘*)n-‘, 1 - F( b,(p)) = (r, -/3r!,‘*)n-’ (2.6) 
by (2.2) and (2.5). Set 
u,b, P) = F(W)) - F(a,W). (2.7) 
We will need to consider a truncated and a conditioned version of X. Thus for n 
large enough that a,(a) < yL and b,(p) > yR let X( n, cy, p) and X( n, cy, p) have 
distributions given by 
P(X(n,qp)~x)=P(Xl(a,(cY)<X<b,@))~x), 
P(g(n,cu,j3)<x)=Ov(F(x)-F(a,(cu)))v,’(cu,p)hl. 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
One readily checks that for cu, < (Y and p, < /z? if n is sufficiently large 
P&n, q /3)6 a&j) = U&Y, /~)(cx -cx,)s~‘*PI-‘, 
P&n, a, P) 2 b,(P,H = u,‘b, PM -p,b!z”n-*. 
ore1 function C,D AR -48 such t 
(2.12) 
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Let gi( n, (Y, p) be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables each distributed as 
j&r, a, p) and set 
where m=n-r,-s,,. ( ‘: will use m throughout o denote the integer PO - r,, - s,). 
Set 
Observe 
Set 
/2,(a,P)=~S~(a,P)+r,b,(P)+snan(a), 
i-h = nE&X(n, O,O)+ rnb,(0)+sza,(O). 
that 
&n(o, 0) = Pn- 
&(a, P) = n Var x(n, a, P), &% P) = n EX2(n, Q), P) 
&a, /?) = m Var R(n, a, p) = Var &(a, p). 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
If EX2 = 00 then (EX( n, a, J3))2( EX2( n, a, p))-’ + 0 uniformly on compact sets (u.c) 
as n +w. This can be proved the same way as Lemma 2.8 of [3]; see especially 
p. 046. From this, by considering the cases EX2 < w and EX2 = GG separately, it is 
easily verified that 
c&!, P)&‘(a, p) + 1 U.C. (2.15) 
Similarly, one can also show that the following result holds. 
mma 2.1. Fix ao, PO and A > a0 v PO. There exist positive constants c, C such that, 
for all a ,SaSh, PoGj3G>., 
c7,(a,P)~~n(a,P)~CTn(a,P) (2.16) 
provided n is sujiciently large (depending only on a0 , PO and h ) 
ur rnak ease for this result will be in obtaining uniform results for crn(a, p). For 
example, if q, \ eo, /i$,> y ,’ + 00 then 
%(a, Ph,.‘+~ uniformly on [ao, A] X [PO, A]. (2.17) 
is follows from (2.16) because 7,( a, /3) is increasing in a and p. (We need to 
include A because X(n, a, p) is only defined if a,(a) c y, and b,(P) > yR.) 
For some of our resuits we will assume that 
F is convex at infinity, (2.18) 
i.e. for some $_<yL<y&& F is convex on (-00, yL) and 1 - F is convex on 
at the y: and yR in (2.18) are the 
ps bc m-;:, ” . T~Y2 to say ClllcllC 1 
- I 4fn+ E .r. fb*“%,PV 13 ~,vlL*sd/rr 
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at the edge of its support since we do not exclude the possibility that xL and XR are 
finite. On the intervals where F and I- F are convex, F has left and right derivatives. 
We denote these by FI_ and FL respectively. Whenever we assume (2.18) we will 
explicitly state it, as in Lemma 2.3 below. Let 
Observe 
$nim = em& 0, PI - Em4 0, w, 
&id = nwm, a, 0) - Em4 0, Oh 
h,(P) = r”@“(F) - Mu), km = s,i44 -6liO)). 
that h,( l ) is increasing, k,,( l ) is decreasing and 
fn(0) = g,(O) = h,(O) = k”(0) = 0. (2.19) 
Lemma 2.2. Fix h > 0 and n suficiently large. If -A s /3, < pz < p3 G ,I, then 
fn(P2) -fn(Pl) s bn(p2)r;/2s fniP3) -fniPZl 
P2-PI P3-P2 
g&4-&( &an(*2,s;,2< a2 &ia2) -gnia*) . 
a3--2 a2--1 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
Proof. For n large enough that yR C bn( -A) < bn( h ) < xR 
fniP2)-fniP1)=nEXlibniP1)cXc bniP2)) 
s WM/2iP2 -PA, 
.h(p3)-fn(pz) = nEXWdP2) <xc b(B3)) 
a bn ip2) t2ip3 - p2)* 
The estimate for g, is similar. 0 
.3. Assume (2.18). Fix A > 0 and n suficient!y large. If -A 6 /3, c p2 < ,B3 6 A, 
hn(P2) - h,(,R,) < r3,/2 r3/2 < kiP3) - hn(P2) 
R -I?_ i--2 Pi - .dF~(,h,(p;)) s ??_Fk(in(p2)) - p3-p2 . 
(2.22) 
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roof. For n large enough that yR < b&h) & b,( h ) < xR, 
d,‘2n-‘(S2-Pt) = F(bAPd) - F(bdW 3 FL(bMd)(b,(Pz) - b,,(Pd, 
d,‘2n-‘(P3 -Pd = F(bAPd - F(bd3d) s FZ(b,U%Mb,(Pd - b,,(P2)). 
Thus 
hn(P2) - h&3,) r,MP2) - b,UM) < 
r3/2 
Pz-PI = P2-PI - n&“(P2Hs 
MP3) - k(P2) 
r3/2 
P3--P2 = 
r”GJ”u33) - h(Pz)), 
p3-p2 - nF$(iJ,O,)) 
which proves (2.22). The proof of (2.23) is similar. ci 
emark. Recall that 4p is convex on an interval [Q, b] if a G x < y c z < b implies 
Thus these two lemmas how that on [-A, A], if n is sufficiently large, fn and g,* are 
always convex while h, and k, are under the additional assumption (2.18). 
Define the measures U, and o on the Bore1 sets in Iw2 by 
u,((% a) x (P, 00)) = P(&,, < a,(a), &n--r,,+, ’ b”(P)) 
b((Q, (+oP, 00)) = P(N’Q, N2>P) 
where N, and N2 are independent standard normal variables. We then have by 
Lemma 2 of [4], 
4 2 0. (2.24) 
3. ain as 
In this section we wiil prove a series of lemmas which contain the main estimates 
ti_~AnT: in i’nta rwnt~hf of ?~gnncXn ~‘~r-~L;-l r-- : 2 ? Y; +-:r-.r, “1 y”cl‘C*“n 4.1 and Theorem 4.2. To av o,Q mmdn~ ; v,..,,.,sally 
writing subsequences we make the following notational convention. 
ation. {n} will denote any sequence of integers which tends to infinity. 
Set 
ent of i. Variants of t e folloGng result are well 
---__ .. ___ 
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For any A > 0 and any non-negative bounded Bore1 function (B :R’ + RI, 
if n is sujkiently large 
II 
E~P((S,(LY,P)+~~~,(P)+S,~,(LY)-.S,)Y,’)~~,(~,~) 
BA 
S JJ E4DWmk P) +r,b,@) +wnbd - &hG’) vnb, P) m, + Ilcsllaovn(Bf) where II P II00 is the L” norm of p= 
Proof. We sketch the proof. Assume n is large enough that xL< a,(h) < a,,(-A) < yL 
andy,<b,(-A)<b,,(A)<x&Ihenfor 
conditional upon X”,s, = a, (a) and 
s,a, (a). (Here we are using the fact that 
EQ(( ~(Sn, 51) -&hi’) 
al s A, lfil s A, the distribution of W,(s,,, r”) 
X n,n-r,,+1 = b,(P), is S&, P)+r,b,W)+ 
F is continuous at a,,(o) and b,(p).) Hence 
= JJ E~(6n(% p) + r,b,(p) + s,a,W - Wyi’) dv,b, PI 
BA 
+ E[Q(( WA,,, r,,) - &)y,‘); &,,, X.n-rn+~) E (l%(A), an( 
xh(-h), MA)l)l 
which gives the desired result. Cl 
In the proof of Theorem 4.2 we will rewrite S,( cy, p) + r,b,,(p) + s,,a,( a) - 6, in 
the form 
(&(a, P) - &,,(a, P))+ (~&(a, P) - Es,(O, O))+ m(bn(P) -b,(O)) 
+s,(a,(a)-a,~(O))+(ES,(O,O)+r,b,(O)+s,a,(O)-6,) 
=(S,(cu,p)-ES,(c~,P))+(~S~(a,P)-ES,(o,o))+h,(P)+k,(a) 
j-1.. [Ekn - S,,). (31) 
We now proceed to investigate ach of these terms individually. 
If ( Wn(sn, rn) - 6,)~;’ is tight, then it is easy to see that 
Yfl-Q (3.2) 
(Recall this means tightness alon, 0 a subsequence implies (3.2) along t 
sequence.) Our aim is to show that in fact yn grows ra idly ~!nowa IQ ciominate 
each of the terms in (3.1). 
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Lemma 3.2. Assume ( W,( s,, a;,) - 6,) 7;’ is tight; then 
limsupcr&,p)y,LCOO J0ot all a,@ (3.3) 
roof. Assume (3.3) fails. Then by (2.17), ther c exist & pb and a subsequence Lj
such that 
ct3j(ci9 flJY,‘+m (3.4) 
uniformly on [cyh, h] x [pb, h] where h > abv ph. Fix ar\ E (ah, A) and pi E (&, A). 
We consider two cases: 
(A) lim sup sup 
lanj<a>l + lbnjtP)l = 0 
nj+W a&Za=Za ; unj(a9 P) . 
B&=B=M 
Letting N denote a standard normal variable we have by the Berry-Esseen Theorem 
(Feller [2, page 5421) 
(3.5) 
uniformly for cub s ac G a! i, @j”-p G pi by (2.15) and (A). Now by Lemma 3.1, for 
sufficiently large n, 
ml WAS,, CA - &IIYnl ’ x) 
3 Pwkl(~, P) - Es,(~, mm% P)+ c,k P,I 
> XYr+z’b, P)) de% P) 
where C&Y, p) = (&,.,(a, p) - S,,)~,‘(CY, p). F’ IX x > 0. Let j be large enough that 
x~,,~&$x, p)< 1 for all cu E [ah, ar’,3, p E [& pi], which happens by (2.15) and 
(3.4). Then by (3.5) 
‘(I wRj(snj) ri?_i) - ‘9ijlYij’ > x, b 
I 
P(IN+ Cnj(a, P)I > 1) dV”j(a, PI +0(l) 
a 
PW> 0 dvn,b, P)+N) 
+ P(N> lb(k& 4IxW, m 
y (2.24). This contradicts tightness. 
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In this case there exists a further subsequence nk and sequences cyc( E [u$, LY~]~ 
pk E [&, pi] such that 
inf la,,(~k>I+Ib,k(Pk)l 
-- 
_p>Q 
. 
k ‘%,:bk, Pk) 
(3.4) 
Now let cw; c cws < a$ C A and pi < & < /3: C A. For any random variable 2, let 
2” = 2 - Z’, where 2’ is an independent copy of 2. Then for ar$~ cy G ai and 
/3+@~/3$ we have for any y, 
where cnk + 1, uniformly in 1y, p by (3.2). Thus by (3.4) and (3.6), for large k, 
P(@‘(nk, a, P)I >Y%,) a Cn,P(12(flk, a, P)I +(bn,(@k)l+ Ib,#k)l)) 
3 c&x;- ct;)s;;2 n,* A (/3$ - j3~)r~{2n~‘) (3.7) 
by (2.10) and (2.11). Next, by Levy’s inequality, 
=l-JY max ISf(0)I~yynk) 
lsismk 
al-p( max Igs(nk9 %p)Is2y%k) 
tsismk 
=l-(l-P(]IP( nk, % 8)1>2y9’%,))“” 
21-e 
uniformly on [cui, (u:] x [& pi] by (3.7). Thus, letting 
d”,(a,p) = r,,b,,(p)+s”ka”,(ar)-s,, 
and using the weak symmetrization i equality (Loeve [5, page 257]), we have, for 
every x > 0, 
This again contradicts tightness. Cl 
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emma 3.3. Assume (3.3); then 
wltere E&Y, p) y+O u.c. 
First observe that 
aaEIX( n, CY, p)I 6 n”*q,( a, p). 
Next, by (2.12), 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
ES,(dW-ES,W)= 
mEX( n, a, p) mEX( n, 0,O) -PP 
u,(0) &l(O,O) 
= 
mEX(n, a, P)(vn(O,O)- Sk, P))+f (pj+g 
V”(Q, Pbn(O, 0) 
n .a 
( ) 
=EnILY9 P)+fn(S)+&(~)* 
Thus using (3.9) 
+ 0 U.C. 
by (2.1), (2.16) and (3.3). Cl 
mma 3.4. Assume (3.3); then, for ~11 a, p, 
lim sup a,(a)s~‘*y~‘SO, lim inf bn(/3)r!/*y~’ 3 0. (3.10) 
n+oO n-m2 
Proof. By (2.5), a,( a) + xL for all cy. If xL = -00 then clearly 
lim sup a,(a)s!/*yi* CO. 
n-*00 
(3.11) 
Thus we X-W+ assume xL E (-00, m j. Now by (3.3), ‘yn 3 cn ‘I2 for n large where c > 0. 
Since s,n-’ + 6 his reans a,(a)s~‘*y,‘+O. 
The result for &(/3) follows similarly. •l 
.5. Assume ( Wn(sn, rn) -S,)y,’ is tight; then 
IPn -%I =O(YnJ, (3.12) 
f,(P)yi’, hn(P)yi’, g,(cy)y,’ and k,,(cy)yi’ are all pojnrwise bounded 
vquences of functions. (3.13) 
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(2.20) and (3.10) if n is sufficiently large, fn (p) yi’ 3 - 5 for all 0 S p S A. Similarly 
&WIG’ 3 -5 for all -A < Q! s 0. Thus by (3.8) for 52 sufficientiy iarge 
(IEs,(ar,p)-Es,(0,0))y,‘~-1 (3.14) 
for -A s ar 6 0, 0~ p s A. observe also that on this range h&S) and k,,(cu) are both 
non-negative. Next by Chebyshev’s inequality, for large n and a, p as above 
~((&,(a, p) - E§,,,(cy, p)I > Mm) s (MY,,)-~%(~, P) s c(A)M-~ (3.15) 
where c(A) depends only on A by (2.15), (2.16) and (3.3). 
Now fix SC > 0. Let M2 = 2c(A) and nj be large enough that x + 1 - ( pnj - Snj)y;;,’ < 
-M. Then by (3.1), (3.14) and (3.15) 
A 0 
P(( wni(S”,, r”j) - hjh,’ 2 xl 2 I f PW?n,(~, P) P=Oda=-A 
3 !V,([-A, 01 x 10, ‘1) 
+ %([-A, 01 x 10, Al) 
which contradicts tightness. This proves (3.12) 
NOW assume fn(fl) yil is unbounded for some p, say f,<&) yi’ + --oo for some 
PO which is necessarily negative by (2.19), (2.20) and (3.10). Fix A > lpol. Then for 
-A s p s PO, by (2.20), 
f,(PJY,’ cf,(PO)Yij’ - b,(p)r;‘(Po- p) y, 
cf”j(Po)r,’ -b,(-A)r~~2(Po-P)Y;;: 
Sfij(PO)Yi: + ’ 
if j is sufficiently large by (3.10). Hencefnj(p) y,‘+ --OO uniformly on [-A, PO]. Thus 
arguing as above and also using (3.12), for 0 s a! s A and -A G p G PO, 
(ES~j(~,P)-ES,(O,O)+h,(p)+~“j(a)+~ni-S,)y;;i’~-~o uniformly. 
Next, as in (3.15), we can find M such that, for all n sufficiently large and all (Y, p 
on this range, 
P(lS,(a, P) - j%k~ P)I => Mm) s i= 
Hence for each x < 0, if j is sufficiently large, 
a :o,,w, Al x [--A, POD 
-+ 3m9 A 1 x L-A, Pal), 
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which again contradicts tightness. The case where f,(&) r,’ + 00 for some PO > 0 is 
handled similarly. The proof for g, is analogous to that for fn. Finally the result 
for h, and k, is similar, but easier, since h, and k, are monotonic functions, so 
there is no need to resort to Lemma 2.3. 0 
Set 
&a, fl) = d(q P)+(bJP)d’“+ ~~‘2(nFL(b,(P)))-‘)2 
+(a,(a)s!,‘2-s3n/2(nF~(a,(a)))-1)2. (3.16) 
For iixed a, /3 this makes sense if n is sufficiently large and (2.18) holds. Similarly 
we define &, p) by replacing left derivatives with right derivatives in (3.16). 
Observe that under the assumption (3.3), it follows from Lemma 3.4 that a,( a)~!/’ 7,’ 
and -st’*( y,,nFL( a,,( a)))-’ h ave the same sign asymptotically. Similarly for 
b,(S)r!,i2yi’ and rii2( mnFL( b,(p)))-‘. 
Collecting together our bounds on ‘yn we have . 
mma 3.6. Assume (2.18) and ( W,(s,, r”) - a,,)~;’ is tight; then 
ST;(d)=O(r2,), 3!x%P)=o(Y:) fO~Q~kB9 (3.17) 
sP”-~“I=wY”)~ (3.18) 
roof, These follow easily from Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, 3.2, and 3.5. Cl 
It is somewhat easier to show that (3.18) together with either condition in 
(3.17) imply tightness of ( W,(s,,, t’,) -S,&’ under (2.18). Since we will not need 
this, we omit the proof. 
mma 3.7. Assume 
o2n(a,B)+b2n(P)rn+a2,(cY)s, =O(ri) 
for all a, p. l?zen 
(3.19) 
o,b, B) = %(O, 0) + db, P), 
&(Q, B) = (2,‘0,0) + &Zn(% PJ, 
where &Y,P)~,‘+O uc. for i= 1,2. 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
First observe that (3.19) holds U.C. by (2.16) and monotonicity of a,( l ), 
b,( l ). Next, 
(nEX’(n, q/3)-nEX’(n,O,O)l G nEX21(a,(a) A a,(O) C X C a,(a) v a,(O)) 
+ nEX21(b,,(/3) /\ 6,(O) c X < b,(P) v b,(O)) 
6 Ial v d(O>>s:‘“+IPl(b:(P) v b2,(O))ri” 
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by (3.19). Similarly, 
~@x(n,cr,p))2-n(EX(n,0,0))21=o(y2,) U.G. 
by (3.19). This proves (3.20). Next observe that, by (2.12), 
mEX2( n, a, p) = mv,‘( a, p) EX”( n, a, j3) 
= nEX2( n, a, /3)[ 1 - ( &‘2 + @!,12)( m-k asA’2 + pr!/2)-‘] 
= nEX2( n, a, /3) + o( r’,) U.C. 
by (2.16) and (3.19). Similarly, 
m(Eg(n, a, p))‘= m(EX(n, a, p))2+o(y’,) U.C. 
Thus (3.21) follows from (3.20). Cl 
We conclude this section with two elementary lemmas whose proofs will be 
omitted. 
Lemma 3.8. Let U;, : R + II3 be a pointwise bounded sequence of functions such that, 
for every A > 0, !& is convex on [-A, A] if n is su@iently large. l7ten every subsequence 
contains a further subsequence along which P,, + !P U.C. for some convex function !P. 
Lemma 3.9. Let K be any subset of R2. Let 2,, (cy, p ) be a sequence of random variables 
for each (cu, fi) E K. Let !& : K + IR be a sequence of functions. Assume EZ,,( (Y, p) = 0 
for all (a, /3 ) E K and that 
uniformly on K lhen, for any bounded uniformly continuous function Q : R + R, 
uniformly on K. 
mptotic nor 
e begin by giving conditions under which one can determine g distr;*bu_ 
mean along a subse ence (recall our notational convention 
from Section 3, which is still in force). 
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OSi ssume that 
fn(pw-+fw9 i!shhn'+g~ar), h?lwY~~+wh 
kwr,'+wd, a,(ohc+6 
(4.0 
l&i-~"+& 
scPtlere convergence is U.C. and both h and k are continuous a.e. with respect o Lebesgue 
measure. Then 
(sm rfl)-SrAG’+u 9(f+h)(lV,)+(g+k)(N,)+S (4.2) 
where are independent standard norrnal variables. 
Since ~Jty, P)yi’ +q we have (3.3) holds and hence (3.8). From (4.1), 
(2.20) and (2.21) it also follows that 
b,(P)r!,‘* = WA aJ~)r!/” = WA (4.3) 
ow fix A>O. If cr>O, then by the erry-Esseen Theorem 
supIP((s~(cu,P)-ES,(a,P))~,‘(cY?P)~x)-P(N,~x)l 
XER 
S 3mE@( n, cy, p) - E2( n, a, p)13t?i3( 0, /3) 
6 6(la,(4 + 1b,!p)1)&3~, P) 
-6(la,(a)l+Ib,(P)l)(ay,)-‘~O u=c. 
by (2.19, (4.1) and (4.3). Thus by (3.1), (3.8) and (4.1), 
P((S*(a,p)+r,b,(p)+s,a,(ar)-S,)y,’~x) 
+ P(&&+f(P)+h(P)+g(cr)+k(a)+S~x) 
y Lemma 2.2, f and g are convex functions so this limit is continuous 
ip (a, 1Q) except on a set of v measure zero. ence by Lemma 3.1, for every A > 0 
and every x E R, 
a 3.8, for any non-negative, 
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U.C. ence by Lemma 3.1, letting n -+ pi, then A --, ~0 as above, we obtain 
(sn, m)-Sn)rn’)-*E4P((f+h)(Nl)+(g+k)( 
which proves (4.2) in this case. Cl 
Assume r,,, s,, +m, r,.,n-‘, s,,n-‘+O and F is convex at 00, en there 
wus,, m)-mG’+N 
if and only if 
(4.4) 
r%& P) 
m, 0) + 1 for all 0, p. (4.3 
In this case one may take 
&I =&I, Y* = (C(O, OH”* 
where p,, is given by (2.13) and &O, 0) by (3.16). 
(4.6) 
roof. Assume (4.4). By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8, given any subsequence there exists 
a further subsequence along which (4.1) holds except for possibly a,( cy, P)Y~’ + (+ 
U.C. (Recall the remark following Lemma 2.3). But pointwise boundedness of 
fn(P)yi' and g,(cr)Y,’ together with Lemmas 2.2 and 3.2 implies (3.19). Hence by 
Lemma 3.7, this final condition also holds. Thus by (4.4) and Proposition 4.1, 
N 2 aNo+(f+h)(N,)+(g+k)(N2)+S. (4-V 
By the Levy-Cramer Theorem (f + h)( N,) and (g+ k)( N2) must be normal; see [2]. 
Convexity then implies that f + h and g + k are strictly rqonotone functions and 
hence have uniquely defined inverses. It then follows that f + h and g+ k must be 
linear and together with convexity this forces f; g, h and k to be linear. Thus (2.19) 
implies that, for some constants a1 q a*, 6, , b2, 
f(P) = 64, h(P) = b#, g(a) = a+, k(a) = a2a= 
Upon take expectations of both sides in (4.7), we see that S = 0. Computing second 
moments then gives 
a2+(al+a2)‘+(b,+b2)*= 1. (4.9) 
emmas 2.2 and 2.3, for a 
b,(S)rfi/*r? + b,, r3’2( n rt 
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for all CY, p. Since we started with an arbitrary subsequence this implies (4.11) along 
the entire sequence and hence (4.5). 
Now assume (4.5) holds. Let yn = &(O, 0))“’ and S, = pn. Then recalling the 
paragraph following (3.16), we see that given any subsequence we can choose a 
further subsequence along which 
bn(0)ry2y,’ +6,) r3,/“(nF~(b,(O)))-‘y,‘+ b2, 
a”(0)sy2y,’ +Q1, s3,/2(nF;(a,(0)))-‘y;i + -422, 
anto, wynl+ 0 
where 
a2+(b*+b2)2+(a,+a,)2= 1. (4.12) 
We now claim that along this further subsequence 
(4.13) 
a,(+!/2 yii + a,, sf/‘( nFL( a,( a)))-‘~,’ + -a2, (4.14) 
for all a, p, and 
o,(cu, /3)Yi1 --, (+ U.C. 
First observe that (4.5) implies (3.19) and 
To see (4.13), let /3 # 0, say p > 0. If (4.13) 
(4.15) 
hence (4.15) follows from Lemma 3.7. 
fails then, along a further subsequence, 
where b’ 1 a bl , bi 2 b, and the inequality is strict in at least one of the two cases. Then 
snL(o, P) fnL(O, P) 
m, 0) = Y2n -*cr2+(h’,+b~)2+(Q,+u2)2> 1 
which contradicts (4.5). The case p .: 0 and (4.14) follow similarly. 
By Lemmas 2.2, and 2.3 we see that along the subsequence where (4.13)-(4.15) 
hold, 
fn(P)Ynl + b,P, hn(P)~? + W, 
&WY,'+ ala, k,(a) yil + a2cy. 
Furthermore, this convergence is U.C. since each of the functions is convex. 
inally since S, = p,,, we have by roposition 4.1 that along this subsequence 
(s,,, r~)-Sn)yn’ja~~+(b,+b2)Nl+(a,+a;‘N, 2 IV 
12). Since we sta an arbitrary subsequence this completes the 
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. 1. It is clear that (4.5) is equivalent o 
SnR(a, P) -.-+ 1 
C(O, 0) 
for all (Y, p. (4.16) 
2. If xL > -00, then one can show that it is only the right hand tail which determines 
asymptotic normality. The condition in this case becomes 
m, P) 
f!m 0) 
+ 1 for all j3. (4.17) 
A similar remark applies if xl;< 00. If xL and XR are both finite then asymptotic 
normality always holds. Throughout his remark, we are of course assuming (2.18). 
5. Examples of asymptotic normality 
We now give some examples to indicate the kind of situations in which the Winsorized 
mean is asymptotically normal. Define log+ x = log@ v 1). 
Example 5.1. If Var X = U’ C 00, then it is easy to check that, for all cy, p, 
a,(cr, P)n-‘/2+ a, b~(P)r~12n-‘/2+0, 4,(~)3f/~~-‘/~+O, 61) 
Thus 
(&cu,p)+b2,(p)~~+a2,(a)s,)~,~(O,O)+l for all cr,& 
If in addition (2.18) and EX’(log+lXI)‘+” < 00 for some E > 0, then o?e con show 
SF;< cy, p)ui2(0, 0) + 1 for all cy, p. Hence (4.5) holds and 
( W”(s,, r”) -~,)n-‘/2+ N(0, a2). (5.2) 
0ne would suspect hat (5.2) holds assuming only (2.18) and EX2 c 00, but we have 
been unable to prove this. We will give an example in Section 6 to show that even 
if X is bounded asymptotic normality may fail if (2.18) does not hold. 
Example 5.2. Assume that X has a density $ which satisfies 
lim xf(x) 
x+00 P(X > x) =*, 
lim Ixlf’x’ 
x+-_oo P(X <x) = q9 (5.3) 
where p, q > 0. A function f satisfies (5.3) if and only if f is regularly varying with 
exponent -(l +p) at 00 and - (1+ q) at -00, see [2, page 2811. If in addition f is 
monotone on neighborhoods of plus and minus infinity, then 6; is convex at 00. 
Some computation then shows (4.5) holds and so Theorem 4.2 applies. The nor- 
malizer y,, will depend on the values of p and q. r example if 0 < p, q < 2 then 
r2n5 2 MO)r, 
2+3p \ 
p2(2 _*)) -I- d(Ob” 
while if p, q > 2, then ‘y,, - n’j2a by Example 5.1. 
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A particular example of a distribution which satisfies the criterion of this example, 
is a stable law of index p E (0,2), see [ 81. 
. In the above example one can in fact drop the condition that f be monotone 
on neighborhoods of plus and minus infinity. F will no longer be convex at infinity, 
but one can verify directly that the hypotheses of Proposition 4.1 hold in this case. 
Thus asymptotic normality holds for any random variable satisfying (5.3). We should 
point out however that for any p > 0 even if xpP(X > x) = xpP(X <. -x) + 1, one 
can construct examples for which asymptotic normality fails. 
In the two previous examples asymptotic normality held for all sequences satisfy- 
ing (2.1). This is not always the case. 
xample 5.3. Let X have density f(x) = (21x((log]x1)2)-’ for 1x12 e. Then X is a 
distribution with a slowly varying tail (this corresponds to p = q = 0 in the previous 
example). For simplicity we will assume r, = s,. Then (see Example 1 in [4] for 
similar computations) one can show (4.5) holds if and only if r,nw2j3 +00. In this 
case the normalizer is given by 
yn cy (2rJ”’ n exp(n(2&‘). 
6. An example when F is not convex at infinity 
Example 5.1 shows that if EX2(log+]X])2+’ c 00 and r” is convex at infinity, then 
(5.2) holds. Here we give an example to show that this fails if the latter condition 
is removed. Indeed we will show that even when X is bounded, (W,(s,, rn) - S&Z-‘/~ 
may not be tight for any choice J fi w1 u, and furthermore, (4.4) may fail for all choices 
of ??I, 6,. 
“assume that s, = r, satisfy (2.1) and also 
limsup s,di2 = 00. (6.1) 
Choose a subsequence nj and a decreasing sequence Cj > 0 such that 
; p.=;, 
j~l ~’ 
f?j”( S",Cj)-' + 0. 
(6.2) 
(6.3) 
For notational ease we will let fi = s,ni’. Now choose another decreasing sequence 
4)O such that 
; d,=;, djcy * 0. (6.4) 
j=l 
Forj=1,2,... set 
i j-l 
?i= - c 1- ci9 c Yj = Zj - Cje 
i=l i=l 
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Thus ZY+, <yj c Zj for each j. For x c 0 define 
Thus F is identical@ 5 on the interval [yj, Zj] and interpolated linearly on the 
intervals [z~+~, yj]- For x B 0 let F(x) = I- F( -x’. Then F is a continuous distribu- 
tion function with support [-I, I]. Set 
ynj = SnjCjs 
Note that, by (6.3), 
We will now show that 
First observe that 
U,(O) = Zja (6 8) . 
Furthermore by (6.2), for fixed A > 0, if j is sufficiently large, 
a?Ij(a) E 1 ( zj+*,Yj) if~d%Al, [Zj, fi-*) if ar E [-A, 01. 
Since JQ._$ - 5 = dj = o( cj) this means, for CY E [-A, 01, 
k,,(~)~;;,‘=Sn~(anj(~~-anj(O))~;;,’~snj(~-1-zj)r;;,‘~o 
uniformly. Similarly since yj - zj+l= 4Ij+, s dj = o(q) we have, for a~ E(0, A ], 
kj((Y)Yij’ = Snj(anj(a) -Yj +Yj - anj(o))Y;;,’ 
=Snj(Unj(cW)-Yj-Cj)Y;;,l~-l 
uniformly. Thus 
By symmetry 
kj(B)Y,’ + l(O,m)(P) U-C. 
Next observe that, since 1x1 s 1, 
Igq((r)lY~~ s larlS!(*Yi; + 0 U-C* 
by (6.6) and (2.1). Similarly 
Iilj<P)lr;;,” +O liac* 
(6.9) 
(6.10) 
(6.11) 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
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AlSO 
a,,(a, jB)r,’ s 2nf’*y,‘+ 0 U.C. 
Finally since pnj = 0, (6.7) follows from Proposition 4.1. 
(6.14) 
7. Comparison 
The trimmed mean is defined by 
Sn(Sn, rn)= ncn X i. 
i=s,+l 
In [4, Theorem 31, it was shown that under (2.1) there exist ‘y,,, 6, such that 
(S&, G) - &A%’ + N iff 
for all (Y, p. In this case one may take 
7” = (t&O, oj+ b:(ojr” + a”,(Ojs, j1j2, 6, = nEX(n, 0, Oj. (7.2 j 
No restrictions are placed on the distribution function for this result. 
The first thing to observe is that the normalizer ‘yn is smaller in this case than for 
the Winsorized mean-it can even h ,e of a smaller order of magnitude. For example 
with X as in Example 5.3, the normalizer for the trimmed mean is ‘yn = r!,‘” 
exp(n(2r,)-I); see Example 1 in [4]. 
To contrast with the example in Section 6, the trimmed mean is always asymptoti- 
cally normal when EX*< 00. This makes the example perhaps somewhat more 
surprising since in some sense the Winsorized mean lies “between” the trimmed 
mean and the sample mean and both of these are asymptotically normal. Also in 
contrast o the remark following Example 5.2, the trimmed mean is asymptotically 
normal whenever X has regularly varying positive and negative tails; see Theorem 
4 in [4]. This indicates how very sensitive the Winsorized mean is to the rate of 
change (derivative) of the distribution function. 
ing re 
In [7], Tukey and McLaughlin performed a small sample numerical study of the 
Winsorized and trimmed mean. They discovered by “trial and consideration”, that 
e appropriate sample normalizer to use for the trimmed mean was a Winsorized 
standard deviation. For example in our setting, under (7.1) and assuming for 
plicity that X is symmetric, one can show that S,( s,,, r,,) Vi’ + N where 
2 
n-t-” 
= 
n 
i=s,,+l 
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In their study of the Winsorized mean, however, Tukey and McLaughlin were 
unable to discover a suitable sample normalizer. From (4.6) and (3.16) a natural 
choice, say in the symmetric ase, would be given by 
V”,= ‘5 x’,i + ( r!,i2Xn,n_rn+l + r”,/‘(nF~(X,;,-,+~))-‘)Z 
i=s,+l 
+ ( s!,‘~X,,, - szi2( nFt( Xn,s, ))-1)2- (8.1) 
From the complicated nature of (S.l), it is hardly surprising that they were unable 
to discover this based on numerical data. Even (8.1) cannot be used directly since 
it requires knowledge 
using @;I )Z 
of FL. In practice one would have to estimate this first before 
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